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In this work we numerically investigate the fate of the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) pairing
in the presence of quenched phase under Peierls substitution using time-dependent real space and
momentum space Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation methods and Anderson pseudospin representa-
tion method. This kind of phase imprint can be realized by modulating electric field in ultracold
atoms and illumining of THz optical pump pulse in solids with conventional and unconventional
superconductors. In the case of weak phase imprint, the BCS pairing is stable; while in the strong
phase imprint, instability towards finite-momentum pairing is allowed, in which the real space and
momentum space methods yield different results. In the pulsed gauge potential, we find that this
instability will not happen even with much stronger vector potential. We also show that the uniform
and staggered gauge potentials yield different behaviors. While the staggered potential induces tran-
sition from the BCS pairing to over-damped phase, the uniform gauge may enhance the pairing and
will not induce to the over-damped phase. These result may shade light on the realization of finite
momentum pairing, such as Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov phase with dynamical modulation.
The quenched dynamics of Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) state has attracted much interests over the past
decades [1–15]. After quench, the asymptotic limit of this
state in the long-time dynamics can exhibit several differ-
ent behaviors. During the quench of interaction strength,
which may be realized in ultracold atoms by Feshbach
resonance [16, 17], three different phases can be identi-
fied: damped oscillation phase[3, 10, 11], persistent oscil-
lation phase [8, 9] and over-damped phase [8–10]. These
phases can also be seen in the spin-orbit coupling model
by quenching of Zeeman field[18]. Recently, a new kind
of quench protocol was discussed in a series of optical
pump-probe experiments in conventional and unconven-
tional superconductors[19–24]. Via the gauge potential
A(t) to the Hamiltonian by Peierls substitution, it will
enter the generalized momentum, which may lead to new
dynamics. In Ref. 25, it was shown that only the damped
oscillation and the over-damped phases are observable.
Theoretically, quenched dynamics of the BCS state is
generally based on the Anderson pseudospin representa-
tion (APR) method[26]. For the fermion creation (an-
nihilation) operators: c†
kσ (ckσ), where k is the momen-
tum and σ =↑, ↓ is the spin, one can define spin oper-
ators as sz
k
= 12 (c
†
k↑ck↑ + c
†
−k↑c−k↑ − 1), s
+
k
= c†
k↑c
†
−k↓,
s−
k
= c−k↓ck↑, one finds that spin operators satisfy the
standard SU(2) symmetry: [s+
k
, s−
k
] = 2sz
k
, [sz
k
, s±
k
] =
±s±
k
. The BCS Hamiltonian can be expressed exactly us-
ing these operators in case that the kinetic energy term
has inversion symmetry, that is, ǫk↑ = ǫ−k↓ for spin-
ful fermions and ǫk = ǫ−k for spinless fermions. This
method was widely applied to study the quench dynamics
of BCS phases to identify the above mentioned long-time
behaviors[4–12, 14, 15, 27]. It may also be applied to
study the dynamics of these BCS pairing with imprinted
gauge potential. Some works have pointed out the possi-
ble stability of these phases toward to spatial fluctuation
in the interaction quenching [28, 29]. This problem will
become more serious in the pump-probe experiments in
which the gauge potential directly breaks the inversion
symmetry, in which the APR method does not work any
more. We ask the general question that whether the BCS
pairing is still stable in the phase quench experiments.
In this work, we report that during the quench of phase
the BCS pairing may become unstable towards finite-
momentum pairing. To account for this mechanism,
we employ the time-dependent real-space Bogoliubov-de
Gennes (TRBdG) equation, which avoids the assumption
of uniform pairing in momentum space. We have also
considered the fate of these phases under BCS framework
using time-dependent momentum space BdG (TKBdG)
formalism. In case when APR is applicable, we will com-
pare these results with the APR method. These results
show that under weak quenched phase the BCS pairing
is stable, while in strong quenched phase, some finite-
momentum pairing will be invoked. In case of pulsed
gauge potential, the BCS pairing is always very stable
and finite momentum pairing is hard to be realized even
with extremely strong quenched phase. These results are
2stimulating for the possible realization of Fulde-Ferrell-
Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase[30–32] with dynami-
cal modulation.
We consider the following Fermi-Hubbard model
H = −J
∑
jσ
eiθσ(t)c†jσcj+1σ + h.c.− Unj↑nj↓ + µnj ,(1)
where cjσ denotes the fermion annihilator operator at
j-th site with spin σ =↑, ↓ and µ is the chemical po-
tential. For attractive interaction, U > 0. An impor-
tant feature is the quenched phase eiθσ(t) from Peierls
substitution, which may be realized using a number of
methods in different systems (see below). We will con-
sider two different vector potentials: (I) uniform vector
potential with θσ = θ; and (II) staggered vector poten-
tial with θ↑ = −θ↓ = θ. In the latter case, the Hamil-
tonian still respects the inversion symmetry, thus the
APR method is still applicable, while the first one does
not. Our motivation is as following. When θσ(t) = 0,
the ground state is in BCS phase with uniform pairing,
∆ = U〈cj↓cj↑〉. In case (I), the ground state can be ob-
tained from the wave function with θσ = 0 via a transfor-
mation, cjσ → cjσe
iθ(t)j , in which the pairing may carry
a finite momentum. Thus it is intriguing to explore the
possible transition from BCS pairing to finite momentum
pairing. In case (II) the ground state is still in BCS phase,
which can be well described by APR method. The real
physics may become more complicated due to the pres-
ence of self-consistent calculation. The consequences of
these vector potentials will also be compared carefully.
We will consider two different quench protocols, which
are closely related to that in experiments. To account
for the finite-momentum pairing, we consider the dy-
namics in real space, which is termed as TRBdG. The
on-site pairing is introduced to the Hamiltonian via
Uc†j↑c
†
j↓cj↓cj↑ ≈ ∆jc
†
j↑c
†
j↓ + ∆
∗
jcj↓cj↑ − |∆j |
2/U , and
in the Nambu basis Φ = (c1↑, · · · cN↑, c
†
1↓, · · · c
†
N↓)
T the
Hamiltonian becomesH = Φ†HBdGΦ−Nµ+
∑
j |∆j |
2/U
with
HBdG =
(
H ∆
∆∗ −H∗
)
, (2)
where Hmn = −µδmn − Je
iθ(δmn+1 + δm1δnN ) −
Je−iθ(δm+1n + δmNδn1) and ∆mn = −∆mδmn with N
being the total lattice sites with periodic boundary con-
dition. This model is diagonalized by unitary transfor-
mation V = (u1, u2, · · · , u2N ), where Hui = ǫiui with ǫi
being arranged in increasing order.
The coherent dynamics of this model H can be solved
as follows[18]. Firstly, t = 0, H is diagonalized by the
transformation Φ = V Γ with quasi-particle operators
Γ = (γ1↑, · · · , γN↑, γ
†
1↓, · · · γ
†
N↓)
T . The order parameter
in each site is updated by ∆j = U
∑2N
l=N+1 u
∗
j+Nlujl, and
∆j = ∆0 corresponds to uniform phase. At t > 0, the
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FIG. 1. The dynamical evolution of order parameters with
θσ = θ = 0.186 (a) and 0.264 (b) based on real-space
calculation (see solid line) and momentum-space calculation
(see solid symbols) with uniform BCS pairing. For compar-
ison, we also compare with the corresponding results with
θ↑ = −θ↓ = 0.186 and 0.264, respectively, which can be com-
puted using APR method (see dashed line), which are identi-
cal to that by TKBdG (denoted as APR = TKBdG through-
out this work). In (a), (∆¯, ω) = (0.360, 0.720) for TRBdG
and (0.203, 0.403) for APR; while in (b) are (0.372,0.744) for
TRBdG, indicative of Higgs modes.
wave function is described by
i
∂
∂t
uj(t) = HBdG(∆(t))uj(t), (3)
where ∆(t) is updated instantaneously by including the
contribution of all eigenvectors. In some literature, the
dynamics of these state is computed by considering the
evolution in Heisenberg picture[28, 33, 34], which is
equivalent to the above theory.
The above real space is particularly suitable to investi-
gate the dynamics with non-uniform pairings. In the case
of uniform pairing, one may also perform the similar cal-
culation in momentum space; see for example Ref. 18, by
assuming a time-dependent uniform pairing ∆(t). This
method will be termed as TKBdG, in which the update
of ∆(t) is the same as that in Eq. 3. In the case when
the kinetic energy term respects the inversion symmetry
with staggered gauge potential, we also perform the same
calculation using APR method in momentum space. In
the above two methods, the TKBdG can be applied to all
BCS phases, thus has much broader applicabilities. The
APR method, however, is more illustrative for its novel
pictures in dynamics.
In following, we will present our results based on lat-
tice up to N = 350, which is long enough to exclude the
finite size effect for the time-domain we have considered.
We have also studied the same physics in the 20 × 20
two-dimensional lattice, which yields results qualitatively
the same as that in one-dimension. In following, with-
out loss of generality, we consider J = 1.0, U/J = 2.0,
µ/J = −0.4. This set of parameters corresponds to a fill-
ing factor n = 0.87 and ∆0/J = 0.35. The above three
methods will be used simultaneously to unveil the insta-
bility of BEC phase. For convenience, we denote ∆¯ the
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FIG. 2. The dynamical evolution of order parameters of
model with θσ = 0.59 (a) and 1.02 (b). The dashed line and
solid line are obtained by momentum space and real-space cal-
culations, respectively. The same results have been obtained
with a shorter or longer lattice system. The results in APR is
not shown due to the over-damped phase with uniform BCS
pairing in Fig. 1b. In (a), (∆¯, ω) = (0.463, 0.926) and (b) is
(0.625, 1.258), indicative of Higgs modes.
mean value of the order parameter during dynamics and
ω the corresponding oscillating frequency.
Uniform Phase Quench. We consider the following
phase imprint protocol,
θ(t) = θΘ(t) (4)
with Θ(t) being the Heaviside step function. This pulse
can be obtained in the cold atom experiments by ma-
nipulating the one-dimensional optical lattice potential
V (x, t) = V0 cos
2 (kx+ ϕ(t)), where the relative phase
ϕ(t) between incidence and retroreflected lasers can be
modulated by controlling the movement of reflection
mirror[35, 36]. In the comoving frame, one obtains a
time-dependent vector potential A(t) = −mek
dϕ(t)
dt , where
m is the mass of fermion atoms and e is elementary
charge[36]. Depending on the manner in which we con-
trol, ϕ(t) can show many different behaviors. If we peri-
odically shake the reflection mirror along the x direction,
the relative phase will be a periodic function of time t.
This periodic driving has become the research hotspot
in the condensed matter physics[37–43] and cold atom
physics[44–53] for realization of exotic phases. In order
to attain the Peierls phase in Eq. 4, we can displace the
reflected mirror along x direction in a uniform speed v.
As a result ϕ(t) = k(x0 + vt) with x0 being the initial
position of mirror and A(t) = −(mv/e)Θ(t). This vec-
tor potential corresponds to a pulsed electric field. In
the ultracold atoms, the lattice constant a ∼ 102nm and
mass m ∼ 10−27Kg (for 87Rb), v ∼ 1 m/s, we estimate
θ = eaA/~ = amv/~ ∼ O(1).
We first consider the case with small phase quench.
Our numerical results for the two phase quenches (I and
II) are presented in Fig. 1. For the uniform quench,
we find that the TRBdG and TKBdG yield the same
dynamics. In this case, the order parameter is always
uniform across the whole lattice. The weak damping
corresponds to the damped oscillating phase. We notice
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FIG. 3. The profile of order parameters in real space at ∆0t =
15.0 for BCS uniform pairing and 18.5 for finite-momentum
pairing in (a) and ∆0t = 25.0 for finite-momentum pairing in
(b), for the case considered in Fig. 2a. The upper two panels
show the real part (solid line) and imaginary part (solid line)
of ∆i, while (c) and (d) show the corresponding pairing in
momentum space. In (c), the peak at q = 0 is truncated to
signify the finite momentum pairings.
that in both cases with θ = 0.186 and 0.264, the pairing
strength is enhanced and we always found |∆(t)| > |∆0|
for t > 0. Thus we find that the BCS phase is stable
against weak inversion symmetry breaking during quench
dynamics. This is different from the quenched phase with
staggered vector potential (II), in which with very weak
phase quench (Fig. 1a), the system is in the damped os-
cillation phase with |∆(t)| < |∆0| for t > 0. It seems that
in this quenched potential the order parameter is rather
sensitive to amplitude of the quenched phase. By increas-
ing the phase slightly from Fig. 1a to b, the damped os-
cillation phase is changed to the over-damped phase with
uniform BCS pairing. In the damped oscillating phase,
the different magnitudes of order parameters determine
different oscillating frequencies[3, 10, 11]. In this figure,
we find
ω = 2∆¯, (5)
indicative of the collective amplitude modes (Higgs
mode)[3, 10, 11]. This conclusion is true in all figures
for both quenched phases.
With the further increasing of quenched phase, the sys-
tem enters the instability regime. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The dynamics of this phase exhibits
two different behaviors. Firstly, it exhibits damped os-
cillation with uniform spatial pairing. In the TRBdG
method, we find that the mean order parameter ∆(t) =
|
∑
i∆i|/N , after a certain evolution time, will suddenly
decay to a very small value. Such behavior is different
from the TKBdG method, in which the damped oscil-
4lating phase can persist for a long time. Before the in-
stability points, these two methods yield the same re-
sult; after that, this mean pairing strength will quickly
decreases to a small magnitude. The reason for this
decrease comes not from the over-damped phase, but
from the non-uniformity of pairing in real space induced
by inversion symmetry breaking, which is captured by
TRBdG method (see Fig. 3a-b). In this case, one may
also compute the effective pairing in momentum space
using
∆q = 〈ck↑c−k+q↓〉 =
∑
n
eiqn〈cn↑cn↓〉/N. (6)
In the above formula only the on-site pairing is nonzero
for s-wave pairing. It means that the Fourier transfor-
mation corresponds to the pairing in momentum space,
and the finite-momentum pairing is indicated by ∆q 6= 0
for q 6= 0. This is clearly shown in Fig. 3c-d. Especially
when the mean pairing in the whole system is small at
t = 25.0, the pairing in each site is still strong (see Fig.
3b), indicating that this phase is totally different from the
over-damped phase, in which the order parameter decays
exponentially to zero[8–10]. It is a common feature for all
FFLO phases that the mean order parameter should be
zero. However, one should be noticed that the observed
finite-momentum pairing is not exactly the same as the
conventional FFLO pairings in literature[30–32]. In our
model, during the dynamical evolution, a lot of momenta
q are involved. It is an interesting question in future to
definitely quench the BCS pairing to pure FFLO pairing.
It is necessary to address that we do not find the over-
damped phase, which appears in APR for the staggered
vector potential (II).
There is a fundamental reason why this instability can
happen. In the standard BCS wave function (for q = 0),
|Ψq〉 =
∏
k(uk + vkc
†
k↑c
†
−k+q↓)|0〉, where |0〉 is the vac-
uum state. The evolution of this BCS state to the finite
momentum pairing requires the breaking of all weakly
bounded Cooper pairs with momentum k and −k, and
then simultaneously form new bound states between k
and −k + q, with q 6= 0, which is challenging. This may
explain why the BCS state is robust against weak phase
imprint. However, this channel is indeed feasible if we
look at this problem by writing the wave function in real
space as |Ψq〉 = exp(
∫
dxdyfx−yc
†
x↑c
†
y↓)|0〉, where fx−y is
related to the Fourier transformation of uk/vk[54]. The
non-uniformity of pairing in real space gives rise to the
instability. Next, we need to point out the novelty of
this result. In previous researches, people try to real-
ize the long-sought finite momentum pairing by a num-
ber of different mechanisms. In the most conventional
idea of FFLO, it is realized by competition between pair-
ing energy and magnetization energy. This mechanism is
hard to be realized in experiments. In ultracold atoms,
this phase was widely explored in the spin-imbalanced
systems[55, 56]. The spin-orbit coupled system provides
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FIG. 4. The dynamical evolution of order parameters under
uniform quench with an gaussian vector potential (see Eq.
7). The four panels corresponds to θ = 0.167 , (b) 0.228, (c)
0.323, (d) 0.589 with θ = eA0a. In all figures, B0 = 0.34.
For comparison, we also present the same phase quench using
staggered vector potential (II). The values of (∆¯, ω) in (a)
are (0.347,0.693) for TRBdG and (0.183, 0.365) for APR; (b)
are (0.347, 0.494); (c) are (0.345, 0.690); and (d) are (0.320,
0.640), all indicative of Higgs modes.
a new mechanism for this phase. In this case, the finite
momentum pairing can be induced by inversion sym-
metry breaking[57–61]. In the present work, we show
that this phase may be induced by dynamical quench-
ing. This instability may be probed experimentally by
pairwise projecting the fermionic pair wave function onto
molecular wave function via a rapid sweep to the strong
coupling side of the Feshbach resonance. Then the tech-
nique of time-of-flight imaging can be used to measure
the molecular momentum distribution, which should re-
veal multiple peaks associated with pairing momenta.
This experimental procedure has successfully observed
the condensation of fermionic atom pairs in the weakly
interacting BCS side [62, 63].
Pulsed Phase Quench: Now we discuss a different
quench protocol enlightened by pump-probe experiments
on the BCS superconductors. In a widely known ex-
periment [22, 23], an intense monocycle THz pulse was
injected into the BCS superconductor Nb1−xTixN; the
subsequent dynamical evolution was observed by detect-
ing the optical conductivity, which can be determined by
the absorption or reflection of the probe pulse. Chou
et al. [25] have selected the following Gaussian vector
potential
A(t) = A0e
−8(B0t/pi−1)
2
Θ(t). (7)
to simulate the optical pulse in this experiment, where
A0 is the peak amplitude of the vector potential and
B0 is a tunable parameter in experiments. Again, we
consider the dynamics with vector gauges I and II. The
5corresponding data are presented in Fig. 4. With the
increasing of vector potential strength, the APR pre-
dicts the transition from damped oscillating phase to
the over-damped phase. In the long-time limit when
A(t) vanishes, the over-damped phase will not recover
to the damped oscillating phase. The dynamics are to-
tally different based on TRBdG, in which the weakly
damped phase always presented, indicating robustness
of BCS pairing. In case of extremely strong pulse, we
find that the pairing is still in the BCS phase. Since
the optical conductivity generally depends on the order
parameter[25], these findings are very vital for properly
illustrating THz optical pump-probe experiments in su-
perconductors.
To conclude, we investigate the robustness of the BCS
phase upon quenched phase using time-dependent real
space and momentum space BdG formalism, as well as
the APRmethod. These results show that the BCS phase
may become unstable towards finite-momentum pairing
under uniform quenched phase. In the pulsed phase, the
BCS state is always stable. They are related to exper-
iments in ultracold atoms and pump-probe experiments
in superconductors. It may provide a new mechanism
for the realization of finite-momentum pairing in FFLO
phases. Our results shade great light on the realization
of this long-sought phase using dynamical modulation
method by fine tailoring the vector potentials.
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